Best-in-Class Cloud FINANCIAL Software
Efficiency and performance. If you are a financial professional in a growing
organization, these are your keys to success. Sage Intacct was built to give you those
keys, and to do it better than anyone else. First, our best-in-class cloud Financial
solution provides the depth of functionality to automate complex processes and
deliver the financial and operational insights to make strategic decisions. Second, we
bring you unmatched finance expertise during implementation and beyond. Because
we’re focused on your success, Sage Intacct has the highest customer satisfaction in
the industry. The ultimate benefit? You can stop merely coping with business growth,
and start driving it.

•

General Ledger

•

Reporting & Dashboards

•

Accounts Payable

•

Multi-Entity & Global Consolidations

•

Accounts Receivable

•

Order Management

•

Purchasing

•

Salesforce Integration

Five reasons Sage Intacct is built for
your organization
Built for finance—Choose a partner that spends every R&D dollar on providing value
to the modern financial professional.
Built for growth—With more automation, insight,
and flexibility, you can increase efficiency and drive performance.
Built for cloud—Give your team the advantage of a true, modern cloud Financial
solution. Sage Intacct is easy to use, works anywhere, and connects easily with other
best-in-class solutions.
Built for public companies—Go public with the right controls and accounting
and reporting procedures. Then grow with a flexible, scalable, automated system
providing real-time insights.
Built for success—Expect great results with Sage Intacct. On average, our customers
achieve a 250% ROI and a payback period of less than six months.

Your best choice—but
don’t take our word for it

We can now slice and
dice our expenses
and revenues by location,
by department, by vendor
or by customer, and our
managers can view a number
of different reports that help
them make better operational
decisions for our future.”
–Tracy Taylor, CFO,
Mountainside Fitness

Industrial-strength takes on new
meaning
Your organization is unique. Don’t settle for a
“one-size-fits-all” financial application. Sage Intacct
is a highly flexible, powerful cloud Financial solution
that adapts to your workflows and reporting
requirements. And it connects easily with other
best-in-class, industry-specific solutions to give you
a truly tailored solution.

Automation lets you do more with
less—and do it more effectively
What makes Sage Intacct the best cloud Financial
software? With automated workflows that support
multiple entities, locations, and currencies, Sage
Intacct makes your core financial operations faster
and more efficient. It gives you the freedom to adapt
rapidly at the precise moment your actions will be
the most impactful. And it helps finance staff easily
manage and reconfigure multi-step workflows and
data points—without calling IT for help.

Increase efficiency, reduce risk, and see
your whole financial picture
Sage Intacct is the only midmarket cloud
Financial solution that shows financial and operational
metrics by any dimension that matters to you. Go to
one place to get a full view of business performance—
from any angle, in any configuration that’s helpful to
your strategic decision-making.

Sage Intacct has supported Mozilla
as we’ve expanded to over 20 countries
internationally, and worked seamlessly
with all our world-class cloud-based
applications. As a result, we can focus on
being true strategic partners to our global
product leaders and leverage Sage Intacct’s
transparent, web-based financial information
for key insights like our new
product line profitability financial
management reporting.”
–Jim Cook, CFO, Mozilla

Find out how Sage Intacct best-in-class cloud Financial solutions streamline
operations and provide real-time insights, boosting productivity and growth.

www.sageintacct.com

877.437.7765
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